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Cards and Payments 

Citi’s exit from Asia Pacific indicates 
limited profits from credit cards 

Analyst view: As an international bank in a foreign market, it is very difficult to 
compete with local banks on deposit and mortgage products. The only sizable 
business international banking brands typically have among their foreign retail 
operations is in the credit card space – and Citi is no exception.  

 

Citi’s decision is almost like pulling out of Asia Pacific completely. Such a drastic 
move could even jeopardize the bank’s brand image globally. So for Citi to make this 
decision indicates that its profit margins in the retail banking space (especially credit 
cards) were simply too slim to be worth continuing.  

 

Going forward, we may see other international banks in Asia Pacific follow in the 
steps of Citi and close their retail business. This creates an opportunity for regional 
competitors (such as DBS) and more Asia Pacific-focused global banks (such as 
HSBC) to capture Citi’s customers. 

Citi has announced it will close down its retail banking operations in 13 countries 
(Australia, Bahrain, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Poland, 
Russia, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam). The move will see Citi exit 
most of its countries in the Asia Pacific region, retaining a retail banking presence 
only in Singapore and Hong Kong. Citi has stated that the move will allow it to 
focus on more profitable wealth management services and investment banking 
markets.  Analyst view: In the Chinese market, it would be very difficult to compete with 

locally established mobile wallets like Alipay and WeChat Pay. Although PayPal has 
officially entered the market and has acquired 100% of a local Chinese digital 
payment service, this move would not be enough for PayPal to compete head on 
with the two Chinese giants. As a result, PayPal’s aim seems to be carving out a 
specific niche in Chinese ecommerce – catering for merchants wishing to sell to 
consumers outside of the country. 

 

There is already a significant volume of ecommerce activity between international 
buyers and sellers in China. But most efforts have focused on making it easier for 
Chinese consumers to buy goods and services from merchants outside China. With 
the purchase of GoPay, PayPal has found an underserved niche: the country has an 
abundance of small- and medium-sized online retailers that would like to sell their 
products overseas, and there are almost 400 million PayPal users that are potential 
buyers. PayPal’s overall strategy of acquiring specialists with synergistic products and 
services and integrating them into its ecosystem looks likely to pay off again. 

PayPal has acquired Chinese digital payment provider GoPay and will start to offer 
cross-border payment services in the Chinese market. The aim is to help small- and 
medium-sized online merchants to sell to consumers overseas by allowing them to 
receive funds from PayPal’s network of almost 400 million users outside of China.  

PayPal avoids competition in China by 
focusing on cross-border payment service 
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Cards and Payments 

Thailand and Vietnam continue regional 
trend of mobile payment interoperability 

Analyst view: This service will make it easier for Thai and Vietnamese consumers 
living and working between the two countries to make payments using their 
domestic bank’s mobile app and their national currency. It will bring great 
convenience without having to go through the trouble of exchanging currencies 
via credit card and risk getting a less favorable foreign exchange rate.  

 

This is another example that proves cross-border payments – especially inter-
regional cross-border payments – are in demand in Asia Pacific. Similar tie-ups are 
being created throughout the region (including a deal between Singapore’s and 
Thailand’s real-time payment systems). In the short term, we expect to see more 
deals of a similar nature. In the medium term, a wider-reaching regional linkup 
looks likely, ultimately leading to the creation of a regional mobile payment 
scheme. 

The Bank of Thailand and the State Bank of Vietnam have together launched a 
service where people from Thailand and Vietnam traveling between each 
country can make payments by QR code using the mobile banking app from 
their home country. The service will initially be available to customers of 
Bangkok Bank in Thailand and TPBank, BIDV, and Sacombank in Vietnam. 
However, more banks from both countries will incorporate the service into their 
mobile banking apps in the future. 

In Malaysia, Tulus Digital aims to shift 
almsgiving away from cash 

Analyst view: Digital payments have evolved in recent years, going beyond the 
regular payment transactions consumers are most familiar with. Meanwhile, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the adoption of digital payments in a wide 
variety of different areas and niche use cases. Tulus Digital’s launch in the religious 
almsgiving space shows how integrated digital payments have become in every 
aspect of consumers’ lives. 

 

In Southeast Asia and beyond, small integrations of digital payments into 
traditionally cash-dominated practices like this one highlight the rapid 
transformation of regional economies from heavily cash-based to fully digital 
economies. Like other markets in the region, such as China and India, Malaysia is 
quickly progressing towards a more “digital” economy than some developed 
markets that still rely on cash and payment cards. 

Islamic fintech Tulus Digital has launched a payment service that enables digital 
payments to be made for the Islamic practice of almsgiving over the Ramadan 
period. Traditionally, Muslim households in Malaysia pay their almsgiving in cash 
at their mosque. However, COVID-19 has created concerns over the spread of the 
virus, which opened up an opportunity for digital solutions.  
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Cards and Payments 

J.P. Morgan aims to become a leader in 
blockchain tech with new Confirm service 

Analyst view: Confirm is part of J.P. Morgan’s overall strategy to develop its own 
blockchain network and become a leader in the technology. With Confirm, J.P. 
Morgan will be able to simplify and reduce the costs associated with Know Your 
Customer (KYC) procedures through the built-in recognition tools of a blockchain 
network. As per Thomson Reuters, KYC procedures can take up to three months and 
can cost up to $500m annually for some financial institutions. In addition to 
reducing these costs, banks using Confirm to authenticate transactions will reduce 
the amount of cross-border payments that fail due to incorrect information. And for 
banks connected to J.P. Morgan’s network, once the information of a participant is 
recorded on the network any bank can access this data to authenticate them.  

By developing its own blockchain network, J.P. Morgan will be able to offer real-time 
cross-border payments to financial institutions that integrate into its network. This 
could become an alternative to the SWIFT payment system, which is currently used 
by over 11,000 financial institutions globally. SWIFT payments can take between one 
and five days to be completed – although the company is developing its own real-
time payment systems, including the currently live SWIFT gpi. 

J.P. Morgan has developed a new service for its blockchain network called 
Confirm. Confirm is an application that validates and confirms account 
information globally. According to J.P. Morgan, this solution should improve 
international fund transfers in terms of both speed and cost by reducing failed 
transfers due to mismatched information. J.P. Morgan and 12 Taiwanese banks are 
currently conducting tests of Confirm. 

PayPal’s Checkout with Crypto has 
uncertain potential in the longer term 

Analyst view: Cryptocurrencies are still not a commonly used method of payment. 
Instead, people use them as speculative instruments to capitalize on the potential 
gains they offer. It is difficult to envision significant adoption of this payment 
solution by PayPal’s customers, as holding on to cryptocurrencies is likely to be more 
profitable than using them to make payments. To demonstrate the impact of 
cryptocurrency volatility on consumers, PayPal CEO Dan Schulman reported using 
Bitcoin to purchase a pair of boots worth $299 when Bitcoin was trading at 
$55,279.87. A few days after he made his purchase, Bitcoin’s value had risen to 
$59,179.62, representing a loss of around $20 for Schulman compared to if he had 
kept his Bitcoin. 

By integrating cryptocurrency transactions into its platform, PayPal exposes itself to 
the volatility of the sector – especially considering it is handling the exchange itself, 
and not charging for doing so. For this system to be profitable in the long term, 
cryptocurrencies need to keep growing in value indefinitely – which is unlikely to 
happen. PayPal will need solutions to limit its exposure to the inevitable volatility. 
Another issue is that without charging fees, this service will not be sustainable in the 
long run. PayPal could make a profit by charging a higher exchange rate (likely to 
merchants) when customers make crypto purchases, but this would make the 
service less attractive to participants. 

PayPal has launched Checkout with Crypto, a new feature that allows US 
customers to make online payments using cryptocurrencies. PayPal will directly 
manage crypto-fiat conversions and merchants will be paid in fiat currency. This 
service is provided at no additional cost to merchants and consumers as PayPal 
wants to incentivize its customers to adopt crypto payments. With this feature, 
PayPal has stated that it aims to give its customers more flexibility. 
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Cards and Payments 

The digital yuan poses a threat to the 
dominance of WeChat and Alipay 

 

Analyst view: China is making rapid progress with its central bank digital currency, the digital yuan, 
which is already being tested in cities such as Shanghai and Beijing. By collaborating with companies 
like Tencent, Ant Group, and JD.com, the Chinese government can test how its digital currency 
performs on different networks and also get data on consumers’ online spending habits and 
behaviors. 

 

Despite their collaboration with the project, China’s central bank is limiting Alipay and WeChat 
access to the digital yuan by preventing digital wallets participating in the May 5 trial from 
integrating with WeChat and Alipay. Currently the two wallets represent 94% of the online payment 
market in China, but without them being able to access the digital yuan it will be easy for the 
Chinese central bank to control online payment channels. This strategy to usurp these players is in 
line with China’s recent crackdown on fintech companies. Since halting Ant Group’s initial public 
offering in November 2020, China’s regulators have increased their scrutiny over the fintech space 
and mandated that Ant Group restructure its business operation.  

During Digital China Summit held in April 2021, both Ant Group and Tencent Holdings presented 
information on their roles in the development of China’s digital yuan. Ant Group’s network was 
used to run a trial of the digital yuan in Shanghai in 2020, while trials have been conducted on 
Tencent’s network since 2018. On May 5, 2021, additional trials were conducted with the 
participation of six local banks. But the digital wallets used by those banks for the trial will not 
be able to integrate with Ant Group’s and Tencent’s respective platforms, Alipay and WeChat Pay. Fin
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Embedded insurance demand could  
grow in light of COVID-19 
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Insurtech ReMark is testing wearable technology’s capacity to detect imperceptible early 
symptoms of a COVID-19 in the city of Fukuyama, Japan. The project has been 
supported by the Japanese government, which has encouraged all city citizens to 
download and use ReMark’s health app. The app operates through an algorithm that 
establishes and evaluates an individual’s heath. After four weeks of wearable 
technology usage, the app calibrates and is able to detect variations in that person’s 
health. Through the use of wearables and early symptom detection it is believed the R 
number could be reduced to zero. 

Analyst view: Insurers around the world have been trying to enhance their wellness 
solutions beyond providing traditional cover. In terms of wearable technology, the 
insurance industry has had a heavy focus on incorporating fitness and biometric data from 
activity trackers and wearable device into policies and premiums in order to reward 
customers for health lifestyle choice. Examples include achieving a daily step count target 
or getting eight hours of sleep every night in exchange for cheaper premiums or other 
rewards. 

However, ReMark’s health solution takes it a step further by targeting preventative 
measures for individuals using wearable technology as well as those around them. Despite 
vaccination efforts, many countries continue to face disparities as to how they are 
controlling the spread of COVID-19. If ReMark’s project is successful, wearable technology 
could offer an alternative approach for other insurers to implement. And beyond COVID-
19, ReMark’s preventative and detective approach to imperceptible early symptoms could 
open further possibilities in terms of the capacity of algorithms to detect other underlying 
conditions. Access to such data could make the protection market more effective in 
supporting and preventing health issues. 

Insurtech ReMark integrates wearable 
technology to detect COVID-19 

Analyst view: In July 2020 the UK government launched a £500m insurance 
scheme for film and TV studios to cover cancelation or delay costs arising from 
COVID-19 restrictions. The festival industry was hoping for a similar support 
scheme, as insurance companies have introduced COVID-19 exclusions to event 
cancelation insurance policies. Insurers took this approach in order to minimize 
possible claims arising from further waves of the virus. However, event organizers 
have been left disappointed. 

Due to the lack of coverage and an increased number of festivals canceling there 
is uncertainty for consumers who have already purchased event tickets. While 
many festivals have announced that consumers will be able to use their ticket for 
2022 events, there is a strong risk that some music festivals will go out of 
business – leaving consumers out of pocket.  

Uncertainty related to event cancelations and businesses going out of business 
could lead to greater demand for embedded insurance services when consumers 
first purchase their event tickets. While this added protection will now be more 
expensive than it was historically, embedded insurance providers could 
communicate the benefits of purchasing event cancelation insurance protection 
at the time of purchase. This approach is more likely to prove successful than in 
the past given the disruption caused by the pandemic. 

Amid the ongoing social distancing restrictions to mitigate the spread of COVID-
19, the UK government has announced it will not be introducing a state-backed 
insurance scheme for music events. The government’s announcement caused 
several festivals to cancel for a second year in a row, including Glastonbury and 
Shambala.  
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Insurtech Jooycar expands to the US 

Analyst view: Jooycar’s latest expansion is noteworthy – the company has become 
the first Latin American insurtech focused on motor insurance to enter the US. 
Jooycar has already expanded successfully beyond its domestic market, but the size 
of the US market makes it particularly attractive.  

 

Yet the move goes beyond Jooycar’s core solutions. In Latin America, Jooycar has 
mainly focused on the B2B2C segment, offering insurance providers a white label 
usage-based auto insurance solution, including a platform enabling insurers to 
visualize a driver’s risk analysis and scoring. The US launch of Fleetr deviates from 
this approach. Fleetr has been designed with the needs of SMEs in mind. It provides 
commercial usage-based insurance (UBI) for fleets of up to 15 vehicles.  

 

Usage-based insurers around the world have largely focused on personal rather than 
commercial lines. As the popularity of UBI gradually grows, it is only normal that it 
continues to diversify into commercial lines. Yet UBI policies still represent a small 
proportion of the total, meaning the number of players offering such policies to 
businesses remains limited (including in the US). Even within the US, existing players 
have been more focused on the large fleet segment, as opposed to targeting SMEs. 
This will be the key differentiator for Jooycar. 

Chile-based insurtech Jooycar has entered the US market, expanding the reach of 
its product Fleetr. Fleetr is a commercial motor insurance product levering the 
Internet of Things, targeted specifically at companies with small fleets of up to 15 
vehicles. Jooycar is also present in Peru and Mexico. 

Analyst view: As per our 2020 UK SME Insurance Survey, 53.4% of respondents 
were concerned to some extent about cyber-crime as a result of the pandemic, 
which shows it is now an issue for a significant proportion of SMEs. 

 

This suggests now is a very good time to launch a new cyber product for SMEs. 
Concern is at a high level but the penetration rate for the product remains low, 
which indicates it is an area ripe for growth. Our survey found that just 33.7% 
of SMEs in the UK held a cyber insurance policy in 2020.  

 

The potential size of the market has undoubtedly grown as a result of COVID-
19. Scammers have been preying on people’s fears around COVID-19 with a 
rise in phishing emails about the pandemic. Our survey found that 9.5% of 
SMEs said their likelihood of purchasing a cyber insurance policy has increased 
as a result of the pandemic, while only 3.9% said it had decreased. 

 

The Aviva policy will be sold through brokers, which will be able to provide 
quotes in minutes. Offering a new product (as opposed to an add-on) highlights 
Aviva’s intentions in the area. This is likely to be a key topic in the next few 
years and we expect to see activity from other leading insurers in this line. 

Aviva has signaled its commitment to cyber insurance by releasing a new SME 

product. This is a positive move given that SMEs are increasingly interested in 

cyber insurance as a result of the pandemic. 
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Lemonade is moving into the motor industry at a perfect time, as its digital- and 

value-first approach is ideally suited to the post-pandemic world. 

Analyst view: Our UK Insurance Consumer Survey shows that a more flexible and 
digital motor insurance policy, which Lemonade is likely to offer, is even more 
relevant in the wake of the pandemic. 69.4% of respondents said they would drive 
fewer miles annually as a result of COVID-19. This means consumers will benefit from 
the type of pay-per-mile insurance that the likes of By Miles and Metromile offer, and 
value and flexibility will become absolutely essential. 

 

The US market is relatively competitive for digital and telematics-based motor 
insurance. Recent years have seen companies such as Root and Metromile receive 
vast amounts of funding in this area, making them both insurtech unicorns. However, 
the US motor market was worth $35,816m in GWP in 2020 as per our Global 
Insurance Database, meaning this represents a substantial opportunity for Lemonade. 

 

Lemonade will be bringing a wide range of digital expertise and very strong customer 
service skills to the market. The launch of Lemonade Car is at an early stage with few 
details currently available, but it has promised to provide instant claims and value 
while also focusing on electric vehicles. It looks like a strong upselling opportunity for 
Lemonade, which at present primarily sells quick and digital household policies to its 
customers. 

Lemonade Car is an ideal fit for young  
drivers post-COVID-19  

Analyst view: Our 2020 UK SME Insurance Survey found that 21.8% of SMEs felt 
mental health and wellbeing was the most important aspect to support their 
employees, second only to financial security. A further 24.7% ranked it as their 
second most important aspect. 

 

Meanwhile, a question about what employees and employers felt was the key 
benefit also highlighted the importance of mental health. Work/life balance was the 
top benefit for both parties, above even above financial considerations such as 
pensions or bonuses. 28.5% of employers felt that work/life balance was the most 
important benefit, while 30.7% of employees felt the same – in both cases 
significantly higher than the second place benefit. In addition, a small but not 
insignificant percentage selected soft-support services as the most important 
benefit (8.9% of employers and 5.8% of employees). 

 

This indicates that any further emphasis insurers place on mental health in their 
products will be beneficial to their offerings, as interest clearly exists in the market. 

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) has committed to prioritizing the mental 
health of insurance customers, which is proving increasingly important to 
consumers. Our survey data shows that both employees and employers 
understand the importance of mental health in the workplace. To this end, the 
ABI released a bespoke mental health training program in April 2021. 

Mental health benefits become more 
valuable due to COVID-19 
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Willis Towers Watson announced its commitment to delivering net-zero greenhouse 
gas emissions by 2050 at the latest. As part of this pledge, the company will reduce 
emissions by at least 50% by 2030 across its business operations and commit to 
using 100% renewable energy supplies across its real estate portfolio. 

Analyst view: With the climate crisis worsening, several leading insurers are 
ramping up environmental, social, and governance (ESG) efforts in a bid to 
manage the growing risk. Willis Towers Watson’s pledge follows recent 
commitments by other insurance companies to reach net-zero status. Insurers 
have signed up to the Science Based Targets Initiative, under which companies can 
officially report progress towards their goals. Swiss Re’s internal Carbon Steering 
Levy on both direct and indirect operational emissions is just one example of how 
companies can incentivize a reduction in internal emissions. 

As investors and service providers, insurers also have a role to play in influencing 
the behavior of their customers. Companies such as Tokio Marine, AXA, and 
Travelers have withdrawn cover for coal mining projects, but much wider action is 
needed – particularly across Asia. China’s strong coal mining industry means 
domestic insurers are lagging in their ESG efforts. Insurance companies are now 
beginning to pull back from underwriting oil and gas projects (another carbon-
intensive industry). By refusing cover to high-emission industries, insurers will help 
encourage the global transition to renewable energy. 
Increasing green investments and engaging with companies in their equity 
portfolio is another emerging strategy among leading insurers. Earlier in 2021, 
Aviva announced plans to threaten investees with divestment if they fail to take 
appropriate climate action. Like large asset managers, insurers hold significant 
power in pushing for a wider transition to net-zero emissions. 

Insurers ramp up ESG efforts 

Analyst view: While still in the early stages of adoption, telehealth and mobile health 
services are an increasingly popular means of accessing medical treatment. The 
ubiquity of mobile phones and fears over contracting COVID-19 have accelerated the 
shift towards online healthcare services. The pandemic is likely to bring about a more 
permanent change to the way medical providers operate. Digital healthcare also helps 
resolve the many barriers to care consumers currently face. Healthcare systems are 
often fragmented, complex, and costly to run. The convenience of telehealth services 
and round-the-clock availability will offer consumers quicker access to health 
services.  
As these services grow in popularity, private medical insurers will need to adapt their 
capabilities to account for growing demand for digital healthcare. Our UK Insurance 
Consumer Surveys show that 27% of UK private medical insurance policyholders used 
a virtual GP service in 2020, compared to 17% in 2019. AXA’s new venture will offer 
customers a unified platform to manage the health services they receive. The 
platform will be tailored to local health networks, with plans to integrate third-party 
services in the long run. Not only will this tool improve access to care, but with health 
and wellbeing increasingly a priority among consumers, AXA will benefit from greater 
customer satisfaction. This positions the company well in the private medical 
insurance space. 

AXA has announced a collaboration with Microsoft to build a digital healthcare 
platform for its customers. Built on AXA’s strong experience in healthcare and 
insurance and Microsoft’s expertise in cloud computing and AI, the platform will 
offer AXA customers a unified system linking the various digital health services 
offered by the insurer. Services will include a self-assessment and prevention tool, a 
medical concierge, a digital document vault, and a directory of healthcare 
professionals. The platform is open to all AXA customers in Germany and Italy and 
will be rolled out to customers in the UK, Belgium, Spain, and Switzerland in 2022. 
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COVID-19 has forced companies to change the way they work, 
accelerating digital transformations. Historically, brokers have 
resisted these changes, but a growing number are now adopting 
new online services to keep up with changing client demands. 

Analyst view: After 2020, UK insurance brokers have become more 
open to offering online services such as chat functions and claims 
tracking portals for their clients to use. As per our UK Commercial 
Insurance Broker Surveys, the proportion of brokers that provided a 
claims tracking process for their customers decreased from 10.8% 
at the beginning of 2016 to 9.5% at the beginning of 2020. 
However, at the beginning of 2021, the number of brokers 
implementing this technology increased by 65.3%. While only 
15.7% of brokers are currently using this technology, this still 
represents a marked increase in those willing to provide online 
services.  

 

Changes are being seen across the board, from smaller provincial 
brokers to national ones, showing that all brokers see the need to 
transform their business. Brokers that implemented these services 
over the past 12 months will be more competitive than their peers, 
especially among smaller businesses that can purchase their 
insurance via online channels. 

COVID-19 spurs digital transformation of brokers 
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The China Securities Regulatory Commission has published guidelines restricting 
fintech companies from listing on the Shanghai stock exchange’s science and 
innovation board, a NASDAQ-like listing. Instead, the board is prioritizing science 
and technology companies that have invested heavily in research and development, 
with a particular focus on growth and patent invention. This intervention comes 
several months after Ant Financial was prohibited from listing over concerns about 
the potential for the company to gain a monopoly in several sectors. 

 

Shanghai listing guidelines make  
Chinese fintech IPOs more challenging 

Analyst view: This move represents a broader change in attitude from Chinese 
politicians over the appeal of new and disruptive industries. This change has been 
designed to make it harder for fintech companies such as Ant Financial to grow 
beyond a certain size, helping the mostly state-run Chinese banks compete against 
newer players.  

 

The market power of the state banks matters to Chinese politicians, as this is one of 
the main ways they have been able to direct and control growth and money supply in 
the economy. Over the last few years, Chinese state banks have lost much of their 
market share in mortgages, personal loans, savings, and credit cards, thus weakening 
their position and influence.  

 

While fintech will still be tolerated in China, regulators are increasingly likely to want 
the emergence of smaller players that stick to one part of financial services (as 
regulators in the West also desire). This will allow for the emergence of innovation 
within financial services without threatening the hegemony of the state-run banks. 

CBA school banking program banned  
due to regulator concerns 

The Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) will no longer be allowed to offer its 
Dollarmites program to schools in Queensland. This comes after a report by the 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission found limited educational value 
and that children were potentially being exposed to “sophisticated” marketing 
techniques. The report also noted payments to schools for implementing the 
programs, which was potentially creating a conflict of interest. 

Analyst view: For CBA, this is a disappointing outcome. The program offered the 
bank direct interaction with potential customers, giving them an account and 
allowing CBA to portray itself as a bank they can trust their money with – all in a 
setting without its major competitors. With other states such as Victoria also banning 
this practice, it looks as though this advantage has come to an end. 

 

In response, banks like CBA should work out how to connect with families and deliver 
fun, engaging, and valuable financial education for all parties. The new environment 
means the bank must work harder to succeed, but the potential rewards include 
attracting young, desirable customers and becoming a trusted source of financial 
knowledge for both children and parents. 
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In the US, Apple has developed a new concept called Apple Card Family. Card users can 
now share their Apple Card, track purchases, manage spending, and build credit 
together with their family group. Apple Card Family offers co-ownership of the card, 
which enables the merging of credit lines while at the same time allowing the card 
owner to share their Apple Card with their children (with parental controls and 
spending limits in place). 

 

Apple enables people to share Apple  
Card and build credit together 

Analyst view: This proposition – which is evidently targeting mass affluent families – 
boasts some strong elements. Apple Card Family enables customers to build their 
credit history together. The concept of credit ratings and credit history has become 
more pronounced amid COVID-19, with an increasing number of alternative credit 
score options and lenders. Apple’s concept is unique in comparison to other lenders. It 
enables the creation of a shared history, as opposed to allowing a partner to use the 
card with no impact on their credit history. The latter approach tends to be unfair, 
especially if both partners are using the card sensibly.  

 

The type of rewards the card offers (up to 3% cashback on all purchases) suggests 
Apple wants it to become the primary spending card for families, meaning it will 
capture a lot of significant data. This clear play for market share poses a threat to large 
US incumbents, and is a strong strategy for customer acquisition across all age 
demographics. It should also help Apple target a wider range of customers than 
alternative lenders can typically manage. 

Klarna seeks to widen customer base  
with launch of CO2 footprint tracker 

Klarna has partnered with Swedish fintech startup Doconomy to launch a CO2 
tracker that allows its 90 million users to see how much carbon is linked to their 
purchases. The new feature aims to help drive awareness about the impact of 
climate change. The new fee-free feature is part of the 1% pledge Klarna made in 
March 2021, as part of which Klarna will donate $10m to initiatives that support 
the health of the planet. 

Analyst view: COVID-19 has driven changing attitudes around ESG within the 
financial services industry. Companies are aiming to offer customers carbon tracking 
services based on their spending. In the UK, new apps such as Tred and YAYZY solely 
focus on this type of tracking, as opposed to offering it as an added-value feature. 
We believe Klarna is the first buy now pay later (BNPL) firm to launch a tracking 
feature of this kind. The move is part of Klarna’s efforts to broaden its appeal by 
introducing new features and concepts.  

 

When we consider BNPL, we tend to automatically think of younger individuals as 
the intended target audience. Yet as per our 2021 Banking and Payments Survey, 
individuals who prioritize ESG attributes are typically older, such as 35 to 44 year 
olds. Klarna’s move could be an attempt to appeal to these customers and thus 
attract a wider demographic, putting credit cards at further risk. 
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Klarna and Australian loyalty program Flybuys announced a partnership that will 
enable shoppers to collect Flybuys points whenever they use Klarna. For example, 
for every $1 the shopper repays on purchases, consumers will collect one Vibe 
point. Once an individual collects enough points they can then convert them to 
three Flybuys points. To incentivize shoppers to try the new partnership, Flybuys 
members will receive an extra 1,500 points when they make their first purchase 
using the Klarna app. 

 

Klarna partners with Flybuys in a bid to 
expand customer base 

Analyst view: This is another clear strategic move by Klarna to increase its market 
share in Australia by gaining to access Flybuys’ extensive customer base. The move 
suggests Klarna is aiming to expand its audience.  

 

BNPL firms such as Klarna have already established their popularity with younger 
cohorts, but it is typically much harder to gain the attention of skeptical older 
generations – especially as the BNPL sector has been facing media backlash over the 
past few months. New partnerships such as the Flybuys tie-up and the previously 
discussed 1% pledge should help Klarna appeal to new consumer segments and 
boost customer acquisition. 

 

If this does happen it will be a worrying development for banks, which are already 
losing out on interest and late fees as the BNPL concept grows in popularity. 

Tyl by NatWest launches loyalty app 

Tyl by NatWest has launched a new loyalty app, Tyl Rewards, designed to 
encourage consumers to continue supporting local businesses. Tyl Rewards offers 
businesses the ability to set up a rewards program that gives their customers the 
chance to earn points. Within the Tyl portal, business owners can decide on the 
rewards they wish to offer customers and set the total number of points 
consumers need to earn before they receive rewards. 

Analyst view: COVID-19 has highlighted the need to support local businesses, and 
this new reward concept taps into this trend. Meanwhile, banks’ traditional 
methods of making money are under pressure, so they need to look for alternative 
ways to do so while also protecting profitable parts of their business, such as the 
SME sector. 

 

Tyl Rewards gives businesses the chance to tailor rewards to customers in a way that 
suits their needs, which taps into the increasing desire for personalization. COVID-19 
has also driven the desire for simplicity and hassle-free banking, which includes the 
way in which customers access loyalty programs and rewards. An omnichannel 
approach is rapidly being embraced across the financial services industry. Tyl 
Rewards might miss out on less digital-savvy individuals without broadening the 
scope of its offering. For instance, a dedicated reward card could be issued to 
consumers reluctant or unable to download a dedicated app. It also remains to be 
seen whether Tyl Rewards’ familiar points-based reward system will be able to stand 
out in the marketplace. 
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UK retail bank TSB is launching a network of pop-up banks to help customers who been 
impacted by the closure of TSB branches. The 43 pop-ups will offer customers help with 
banking needs such as making payments, product and service information, and assistance 
with bereavements. The first 18 were launched in April 2021, with the others to follow over 
the course of 2021. The branches will be based in libraries, village and town halls, 
community centers, and council offices.  

 

Branch closures drive TSB to open pop-up 
banks across the the UK 

Analyst view: The ruthless cost-cutting strategies of UK retail banks have typically focused on 
either branch closures or redundancies. TSB has closed a significant proportion of branches in 
comparison to other UK banks, despite the Financial Conduct Authority encouraging the 
industry to revise strategies around branch closures before making closure decisions.  

 

The bank’s high number of branch closures was concerning given its continuous digital 
banking failures and older customer base, many of whom have likely struggled during the 
pandemic. Indeed, the latest current account switching numbers (for switches completed 
between October 1 and December 31, 2020) show that TSB suffered a net loss of over 20,000 
accounts. This is a clear sign customers have been unhappy with TSB’s strategy, and this pop-
up concept suggests TSB is aiming to address both customer and regulator concerns.  
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Wealth Management 

IntellectEU unveils AI platform for hyper-personalization 

IntellectEU has launched an AI platform called VELMA to bring hyper-
personalization to wealth management. The platform is designed to enable 
financial advisors to offer customization throughout the customer lifecycle. 
The machine learning model leverages customer and product data to identify 
prospective clients and provide advisors with information to better serve 
their requirements and create new business. Additionally, it will enable 
advisors to deliver new investment ideas to existing clients. The platform also 
offers optimal asset allocation and data to analyze historical and future risks 
as well as returns.  
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Analyst view: Providing a personalized investment experience is becoming 
increasingly important to allow for differentiation in the crowded wealth 
market. 

 

Our data shows that demand for personalization is not solely coming from 
younger investors, but from the older, more affluent investor base too. As 
per our 2020 Banking and Payments Survey, the lion’s share of respondents 
from Generation Z all the way to baby boomers agree that personalized 
advice is important to them. Due to the differing investment behaviors of 
different generations, one size will not fit all. Players should explore ways to 
meet the specific needs of different demographics in order to avoid clients 
turning their heads elsewhere. Emerging products and technologies such as 
IntellectEU’s VELMA will support these efforts. 
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Standard Chartered plans to hire 400 staff  
for Hong Kong wealth management arm 

Analyst view: A tiered wealth offering allows providers to service wealth clients 
more effectively with tailored products. Clients automatically shift from one tier 
to the next as wealth levels grow, minimizing the churn risk once they qualify for 
private banking services. 

 

However, many retail banking group pursue the same business model, 
particularly in Asia Pacific, meaning a tiered proposition does not act as a 
differentiator. 

 

Yet Chong Hing Bank’s particular proposition is likely to prove appealing to HNW 
investors in Hong Kong. Our data shows strong and rising demand for offshore 
property and cash and near-cash products in mainland China. As per our 2020 
Global Wealth Managers Survey, Hong Kong HNW investors allocate 43% of their 
offshore wealth to these asset classes and a quarter of their total offshore 
holdings are booked on the mainland. This means services such as RMB deposits, 
cheques and remittances to China, as well as well as property valuations and 
offshore mortgages will be highly appreciated.  

Standard Chartered is planning to hire 400 new employees for its retail 
banking and wealth management businesses in Hong Kong in 2021. The move 
is part of the bank’s plan to capitalize on growing demand from HNW 
customers for wealth management services. 

Chong Hing Bank launches new  
segment brand: Exceed Banking 
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Chong Hing Bank has launched a new segment brand called Exceed Banking, 
offering comprehensive wealth management services to retail customers with 
total asset of HK$1m ($128,782.06) or more. Key services include cross-border 
mortgage plans that enable customers to stay in Hong Kong to arrange 
mortgage applications and valuations for properties on the mainland; RMB 
services; and an extensive range of auxiliary services and products, including 
legacy planning, life insurance, and critical illness protection. 

Analyst view: As a wealth and servicing hub for Greater China, Hong Kong is 
a key market for wealth managers in Asia Pacific and globally. Its strong 
wealth growth is unsurprisingly appealing to private banks. According to our 
Retail Investments Analytics, the number of HNW individuals in Hong Kong is 
set to increase by 46% between December 2020 and December 2025.  

 

The special administrative region is also a highly competitive market, with all 
major wealth brands competing for share. However, Standard Chartered has 
the scale to successfully compete. In the first quarter of 2021, the bank saw 
its client AUM in Hong Kong increase by double digits, while fund flows in its 
wealth management operations grew at a rate twice as high as its Q1 2020 
average. Hiring an additional 400 employees will help Standard Chartered 
cement its position in the market. 
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Qatar First Bank launches mobile banking  
app on Microsoft’s Azure cloud 

Analyst view: Wealth managers need to be aware of this asset class and 
must be able to accommodate or manage the inevitable client demand for 
cryptocurrencies. 

 

While digital currencies only constitute 1.2% of HNW investors’ onshore 
portfolio (or 11.7% of onshore alternative investments) as of 2020, this 
figure is up from a mere 0.2% in 2018. While still not a major proportion, we 
expect HNW demand to hold up strongly – a view mirrored by most industry 
participants. 60% of wealth managers interviewed as part of our 2020 Global 
Wealth Managers Survey believe HNW investors are showing increased 
interest in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, while only 14% disagree. 

 

Indeed, Morgan Stanley is set to offer a Bitcoin fund for its wealth 
management clients, while BlackRock filed prospectus documents with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission to add Bitcoin futures as eligible 
investments for two funds in January 2021. Goldman Sachs’ move is only 
natural as its competitors also gear up to cater to rising demand.  

Qatar First Bank has launched a mobile banking app. The bank’s clients can 
access their investment portfolio and balances. In addition, they can view all 
their transactions and profit-earning history. The app also allows users to 
access live and closed assets holdings, assets allocations, and key 
performance indicators related to their investments. 

Goldman Sachs to offer Bitcoin  
exposure to wealthy customers 
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Goldman Sachs will offer investments in Bitcoin and other digital assets to 
wealthy clients of its private wealth management group. The lender will 
launch its first investment vehicles for digital assets in the second quarter 
of 2021. 

Analyst view: An investment app hardly counts as innovative – at this point it 
is a hygiene factor. But the app is the first in Qatar hosted on Microsoft’s Azure 
cloud, showing the provider’s commitment to its digitization strategy. 

  

Triggered by COVID-19, Generation X and baby boomers are adopting new 
online behaviors. This means a sophisticated digital strategy is becoming an 
increasingly important differentiator.  

 

Data from our Banking and Payments Surveys shows that the proportion of 
consumers in the Middle East and Africa that rate “excellent digital services” 
as the most important attribute when looking for a financial services company 
rose from 7.2% in 2019 to 10.3% in 2020. Our data further shows that more 
than a third of investors used a mobile or tablet to arrange investments in 
2020. As digital channel usage is only forecast to increase, providers that are 
willing to invest and commit to remote channels will remain the most 
relevant.  
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HSBC launches private market  
investments for Jade clients  

Analyst view: The ESG theme will only continue to flourish within the 
HNW space and the broader wealth management industry. 52% of wealth 
managers interviewed as part of our 2020 Global Wealth Managers Survey 
described HNW demand for socially responsible investments as either very 
strong or quite strong. This means wealth managers cannot afford to 
ignore this trend.  

 

But targeting wealthy investors requires more than a couple of sustainable 
ETFs – especially as greenwashing remains a problem. Often sustainable 
investments are selected on a “do-no-harm” as opposed to a “positive 
impact” basis. Ethic’s offering helps alleviate such issues. 

 

As public concern and advocacy for environmental and social issues 
continue to grow, demand for sustainable direct indexing will only rise. As 
the ESG market is maturing, so too will demand for more sophisticated 
ESG investment products. 

Previously only open to private banking and institutional clients, HSBC is 
launching the HSBC Jade Private Market Investments service for HNW clients. 
To qualify for the Jade proposition, clients need to maintain a total relationship 
balance of at least HK$7.8m ($1m) in Hong Kong. Under the investment service 
Jade clients will have access to a wider choice of investments, including private 
equity and hedge funds. 

Ethic raises funds to promote  
sustainable investing 
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US-based asset management platform Ethic has raised $29m in Series B 
funding, following the $13m it raised in series A funding in 2019. The 
company enables advisors to personalize a given benchmark to 
correspond with a client’s investment, values, and tax management 
preferences. It builds separately managed accounts to track the market 
and outperform on a client’s chosen sustainability criteria. 

Analyst view: HNW demand for private assets has been growing in recent 
years – a trend expected to be magnified by the effects of COVID-19. Investors 
are looking for uncorrelated returns, not affected by short-term market 
sentiment and forced selling.  

 

Indeed, HNW investors have become keen alternative investment investors. 
Within 12 months, the proportion of HNW onshore wealth allocated to 
alternatives rose by 4.2 percentage points to reach 10.4% in 2020. Private 
equity and hedge funds now attract the largest share of HNW wealth in the 
average alternative investment portfolio.  

 

Our data shows consensus among wealth managers that HNW demand for 
alternatives will remain strong. According to our 2020 Global Wealth Managers 
Survey, 44.6% of industry participants expect demand to increase, while just 
13.4% expect a decrease in demand. 
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Citi exits consumer banking in 13 markets 

Citi will continue to service larger and institutional clients, but will discontinue its consumer 
banking business in 13 markets – 10 of which are in Asia. However, the lender has declared 
that it plans to “double down” on wealth management in Asia Pacific, and that it will 
continue to operate wealth centers in Singapore and Hong Kong. 
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Analyst view: Both Singapore and Hong Kong are critical wealth hubs in the wider region, with 
the former serving as a gateway to Southeast Asia and Hong Kong to Greater China. And Citi 
does seem committed to these hubs. At the end of 2020 it opened its largest wealth advisory 
business in Singapore, and announced it will hire up to 500 employees in Hong Kong to expand 
its wealth operations.  

 

However, this comes at a time when other players (such as HSBC and Goldman Sachs) are 
investing in an onshore presence in the wider region. Private banking is about personal 
relationships. Uptake and usage of digital channels are on the rise, but face-to face contact 
remains critical – especially at the onset of any relationship. Trust has to be built for HNW 
investors to hand over their fortunes. This gives providers with an onshore presence a clear 
advantage.  

 

Our data shows that in Asia Pacific, 13% of HNW client acquisitions stem from internal referrals 
from the retail banking division and another 11.9% from a relationship manager’s own 
contacts. A local advisor base – something Citi will lack – will be a strong asset in capturing the 
additional 2.1 million Asian individuals who are forecast to qualify as HNW by 2025.  
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